Qod Max Prime-S Fiber Keratin Treatment

Instructions

Step 1:

Wash your hair very well, at least 3 times with the Qod Original Cleanse Shampoo and rinse the hair well (Repeat these more than 3 times if it’s necessary).

Step 2

Dry the hair with a towel, wrap a dry towel around the hair and leave the towel around the hair for five minutes (the hair will be now for 80% dry).

Step 3:

Shake the Qod Max Prime S-Fiber Hair well before use. Separate the hair into 4 parts, Apply the product 1 cm far from the scalp, on the hair strands with a brush. Then use a thin comb to comb your hair, the remaining product on the comb can be reused for the next hair strand. Working from the neck upwards. Leave the Qod Max Prime S-Fiber Hair Treatment for 50 minutes in the hair, with a plastic hair cap or plastic kitchen foil, the heat ensures that keratin is better absorbed into the hair.

Step 4

Carefully rinse the hair with lukewarm water for 40 seconds (without shampooing). After this, insert Qod Max Prime After Keratin Mask into the hair for 5 to 10 minutes, rinse the hair with lukewarm water for 10 to 20 seconds (without shampooing).

Step 5:

Make hair 100% dry using a hair dryer.

**pay attention:** to avoid hair burning and hair damage, the hair must be 100% dry. Before you use the hair straightener. From experience, we know that even after hair drying, the hair points may still be damp, make sure it is 100% dry.
Step 6:

Divide the hair into 5 parts. Take a hair lock of 1-centimeter thick and slide the hair straightener down 12 times (chemically straight or relaxed hair 5 times, the regrowth 12 times) on each hair strand. Set the hair straightener on next temperature:

* 230 ° C for hair in good condition;
* 210 ° C for chemically treated hair;
* 190 ° C for fine and thin hair.

Working from the neck upwards.

Step 6

After step 5 apply a drop of hair serum into the hair and don’t wash the hair for 48 hours (two days).

pay attention: The hair may only be treated and washed with keratin after care products.